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The Realism and the Romanticism are concepts of the literary trends in the 
western academic field. The academic field in our country suffered influence 
from the Soviet Union’s literary theories and treated them as the method of 
literary creations. So, the literary trends and the method of literary creations are 
the same things in our country’s academic field. But the concepts were treated as 
the literary creations often. The critics think that the ZuoYi literature is the 
inheritance and the development from the Realism of the WuSi literature, and is 
improved to the Socialism Realism. The wrong view above mentioned just came 
from the confusion on the two concepts: the literary trends and the method of 
literary creations. 
This article studies the ZuoYi literature anew by starting clear up all 
important concepts in the view of the theory of Modernity. The method I used is 
to compare, contrast and analyze the phenomenon of the ZuoYi literature with 17 
century’s Neo-classicism, 19 century’s Realism and the Soviet Socialism 
Realism. According to these compare and contrast, we can reach the conclusion: 
the ZuoYi literature belongs to the Neo-classicism literary trends. 
There are five parts in the article: the preface, I introduce the object and the 
status quo of study in our academic field and clear up some important concepts; 
the first chapter, the background and the course of the ZuoYi literature’s happen; 
the second chapter, I make the contrast study with the ZuoYi literature and the 
Realism (including the Enlightment in WuSi ); the third chapter, I discuss the 
relationship between the ZuoYi literature and the Neo-classicism (including the 
Soviet Socialism Realism) and draw the conclusion; the summary, to summarize 
the whole works and emphasize the significance of writing.  
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导  论 
 
本文以中国左翼文学为研究讨论的对象，以左联时期（1930-1936）为






















                                                        









































                                                        
















































































                                                        






































                                                        








































                                                        
① 郭沫若. 革命与文学. 郭沫若全集文学编第十六卷[C]. 北京:人民文学出版社, 1989:42. 








































































































1932 年 4 月，苏联成立单一的苏联作家协会，文坛开始批判“拉普”

















































                                                        
① 周起应(周扬). 关于”社会主义的现实主义与革命的浪漫主义". 中国新文学大系,1927-1937,文学理
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